ODORATOR 2™
Odorization Survey Audit System

The Heath ODORATOR 2™ is an odorization survey audit system or odor intensity test instrument that with proper use fulfills D.O.T. Code 192.625 requirements.

Capabilities and Features

This state-of-the-art, portable, electronic, GNSS based audit system is an ideal tool for customer service personnel and other individuals determining odor intensity levels within a gas distribution or transmission systems.

OdorSeer and OdorSeer Remote are advanced PC software which are a key part of the ODORATOR 2. OdorSeer supports custom configuration of the instrument and via its secure database provides powerful readings mapping, data analysis and reporting tools for multiple instruments. OdorSeer Remote supports secure remote configuration and data access.

Features include:
- One touch zero with flow check
- Automatic recording of all readings and locations
- Automatic reading correction (linearity, elevation, pressure and temperature)
- Dual GNSS constellations – GPS and GLONASS
- Ease of integration with corporate GIS and asset management systems
- Certified to Class 1, Div 2 for safe use in hazardous locations
- Advanced PC software for mapping, report generation and management
- Replaceable, rechargeable Li Ion battery pack for long run-time
- USB 2 connectivity
- Rugged design, reliable and easy to use

Masking Agents, Odor Eliminators and Leak Detection Solution

Mask Spray
Our mask spray deodorant instantly deodorizes natural gas and propane odorants. It is used with spills or accidental releases of odorants only.

Odor Elimination
Odor Buster completely eliminates trace odor and stain causing organics which are the root source of odors. It is non-toxic, non-acidic and non-alkali. It contains surfactants that remove much of the organic matter like any other cleaner-odor neutralizers. However, unlike other products, the bacterial organisms remain behind after the cleaning process is finished and Odor Buster contains no environmentally harmful chemicals.

Leak Detection Solution
Simply spray on gas lines, cylinders, appliances – any pressurized gas container or conduit. Bubbles appear at leak sites, remain for 15-30 minutes. The solution is available in a case of four; one gallon containers.

I Want More Information...
- Click here to download the ODORATOR 2 brochure
- Click here to watch the ODORATOR 2 video
- Click here for information on the Mask Spray Deodorant
- Click here for information on the Odor Buster odor eliminator
- Click here for information on our Leak Detection Solution spray